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C680U20-1 Eduqas GCSE Media Studies Component 2

All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

1a 17896 5.9 1.9 10 59 99.6
1b 17731 5.1 1.9 10 50.7 98.7
2 16843 4.4 2.4 10 43.7 93.7
3 17385 8.2 4 20 41.1 96.7
4 17349 5.2 1.8 10 52.1 96.5

If you are accessing this document in a web browser and are only able to see this single page, please download the document and re-open it in 
Adobe Reader in order to fully access the exemplar material.
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Section A: Television 
 
 
Extract notes: based on BBC iPlayer/All4  
 
Luther extract: from 42.50 (Long shot of Luther asking Ripley, ‘Any news on the gun that 
killed the Morgans?’) to 46.00 (Camera on Reed as Luther says, ‘So tell me what I need to 
know’) 
 
The I.T. Crowd extract: from 06.43 (Moss asking Prime, ‘Do you want to get a photo or 
something?’) to 09.52 (Roy enters the house and looks at the bike.) 
 
1. (a) Explore how costumes create meaning in this extract. [10] 
 


Band 
AO2 1a 


Analyse media products using the theoretical framework 
of media 


5 


9-10 marks 


• Excellent, detailed analysis of costumes in the extract 


• Consistent focus on how specific examples of costumes 
create meaning 


• Consistently appropriate use of subject specific terminology 


4 


7-8 marks 


• Good, reasonably detailed analysis of costumes in the 
extract 


• Focus on how specific examples of costumes create 
meaning 


• Appropriate use of subject specific terminology 


3 


5-6 marks 


• Satisfactory analysis of costumes in the extract 


• General focus on how examples of costumes create 
meaning but there are lapses into description 


• Generally appropriate use of subject specific terminology 


2 


3-4 marks 


• Basic analysis of costumes in the extract 


• Tends to describe costumes in a generalised way 


• Basic use of subject specific terminology 


1 


1-2 marks 


• Minimal, if any, analysis of costumes in the extract 


• Response is descriptive, brief or incomplete 


• Minimal, if any, use of subject specific terminology 


0 marks • No response attempted or no response worthy of credit 
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Question 1(a): Indicative content 
 


The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is 
not expected that responses will include all of the points listed. 


 
Responses are expected to analyse the choices of costumes in the extract and 
explore their connotations. Responses in the higher bands are expected to 
choose specific examples of costumes, clearly linking these to how they create 
meaning. They are likely to consider how specific dress codes are chosen to 
establish or develop characters and may explore how costumes are used to 
construct narrative, acting as enigma codes, for example. They are also more 
likely to make links between meanings and audiences, considering the purposes 
of costumes and the role they play in fulfilling generic expectations. Responses in 
the middle band may explore suggested or intended reasons why the costumes 
have been used without perhaps linking these specifically to the examples 
identified. Responses in the lower bands are likely to be more descriptive or use 
more generalised examples. 


 
The focus of the question is on analysis of the costumes in the set extract and 
responses should be credited on the quality of analysis rather than number of 
examples explored. It is equally valid for candidates to focus on one character’s 
costume in detail or explore elements of a range of characters’ costumes. 
Generalised points which do not analyse the specific extract should not be 
credited. 


 
AO2 


 
Responses will analyse how costumes create meaning in the extract and may 
refer to aspects such as: 


 
Luther 


• Alice’s wig and make-up connote she is in disguise, hiding her identity from 
Zoe and reinforcing her role as the villain 


• The sharp hairpin Alice is holding, together with the disguise, signifies evil 
intent and points forward in the narrative to her violent threatening of Zoe 


• Ripley and Luther have a smart dress code, connoting professionalism 


• Ripley and Luther are not uniformed, indicating their status as plain clothes 
detectives 


• Luther’s open collar sets him apart as less comfortable in formal attire and 
reinforces his rebellious, maverick character role 


• Zoe’s dress code is smart, connoting a professional, office-based job and a 
woman who is talented and successful 


 
The IT Crowd 


• Prime’s costume, with long black coat and shades, is comedic, connoting 
exaggerated mystery and communicating intertextual meaning to audiences 
who recognise the reference to The Matrix  


• Moss’s dress code – check shirt, patterned tie and glasses – connote his 
geeky character 


• Roy’s casual dress of hoodie, t-shirt and jeans connotes his laid-back 
personality  


• Alistair’s smart jacket and expensive looking watch, highlight Alistair’s 
successful career and Roy’s concerns over his own status 


• Costume of woman on door of 8+ Club connotes glamour and mystery 


• The costumes of the male 8+ members – check shirts, jumpers, tank-tops – 
signify geekiness, whereas the women in the club are sexually objectified 
through their revealing costumes, connoting they are the ‘prize’ for the 8+ 
members 












Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Good, reasonably detailed analysis  


Tick


Tick


Tick


Appropriate use of subject specific terminology


Focus on how costumes create meaning







Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Consistent focus on how costumes create meaning


Excellent, detailed analysis  



hurlem

Sticky Note

Top - 9 marks, LutherThis response is indicative of Band 5 as it demonstrates excellent, detailed analysis, zooming in on details such as Alice's red lipstick and exploring different connotations. The analysis is used consistently to explore how details of costumes create meaning, such as Luther's 'progressively looser' tie reflecting his anti-hero traits. Linking costumes to character roles in the extract is a good indicator of the higher bands, as are the contrasts the candidate draws between the two female characters and between Luther and the uniformed officers. This achieves lower Band 5 since some of the costume points are slightly more generalised such as Teller's 'suit-like outfit'.












Tick


Tick


Satisfactory analysis  


Tick


Satisfactory analysis  


Tick


Tick


General focus on how costumes create meaning


Satisfactory analysis  



hurlem

Sticky Note

Middle - 6 marks, The IT CrowdThis response achieves upper Band 3 as it uses a largely more generalised approach to explore the costumes ('prime wearing an all black outfit', 'Jen wearing smart business attire') but it does become reasonably detailed when it links Moss' glasses, shirt and bow tie to the nerd stereotype. There is a general focus on how the costumes create meaning and the analysis is satisfactory. The terminology used is generally appropriate, including 'intertextual reference', but this point lacks development.Overall though, the response is more analytical than descriptive so is awarded a secure Band 3








Tick


Tick


Minimal analysis Descriptive


Brief/incomplete



hurlem

Sticky Note

Bottom - 2 marks, The IT Crowd This response achieves 2 marks for its minimal analysis. It does take a descriptive approach but links Moss' costume to the word 'geek' and makes an additional, generalised point about 'women wearing revealing clothes' which shows some awareness of how the costumes in the 8+ club could create meaning. The response is also brief, another indicator of Band 1.
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SECTION A – Television: Crime Drama or Sitcom


Answer all questions in Section A.


Media Language


View the extract from either Luther (crime drama) or The IT Crowd (sitcom).


You will have two minutes to read Questions 1(a) and 1(b) first.
The extract will be shown twice.
First viewing: watch the extract and make notes.
You will then have six minutes to make further notes.
Second viewing: watch the extract and make further notes.
You will then have the remaining examination time to complete both sections of the question 
paper.
After viewing the extract, use your notes to answer Questions 1(a) and 1(b).


1. (a) Explore how costumes create meaning in this extract. [10]
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(b) How typical of the genre are the locations used in this extract? [10] 
 


Band 
AO2 1a and 1b 


Analyse media products using the theoretical framework 
of media to make judgements and draw conclusions. 


5 


9-10 marks 


• Excellent, detailed analysis of the locations in the extract 


• Highly appropriate judgements and conclusions regarding 
how typical the locations are for the genre 


4 


7-8 marks 


• Good, reasonably detailed analysis of the locations in the 
extract 


• Appropriate judgements and conclusions regarding how 
typical the locations are for the genre 


3 


5-6 marks 


• Satisfactory analysis of the locations in the extract, with 
possible lapses into description 


• Generally appropriate judgements and conclusions 
regarding how typical the locations are for the genre 


2 


3-4 marks 


• Basic analysis of the locations in the extract, with a 
tendency to describe 


• Basic judgements and conclusions regarding how typical 
the locations are for the genre 


1 


1-2 marks 


• Minimal, if any, analysis of the locations in the extract 


• Minimal, if any, judgements and conclusions regarding how 
typical the locations are for the genre 


• Response is descriptive, brief or incomplete 


0 marks • No response attempted or no response worthy of credit 


 
 


Question 1(b): Indicative content 
 


The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It 
is not expected that responses will include all of the points listed. 


 
Responses are expected to analyse the locations used in the extract and 
make judgements and conclusions about their typicality for the chosen genre. 


 
Responses in the higher bands will engage more fully with the ‘how typical’ 
part of the question and are more likely to explore how typicality of locations 
enables audiences to recognise the genre and understand the narrative more 
quickly. They may also conclude that some locations in the extract are less 
typical of their genre and suggest that genres may offer elements of 
difference to keep audiences engaged. 


 
Responses in the middle band are likely to show some awareness of typicality 
of locations and those in the lower bands may describe the locations and not 
engage with the ‘how typical’ aspect of the question. 
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The focus of the question is on analysis of locations in the set extract. 
Responses may, however, draw on candidates’ study of the whole set 
episode in analysing the typicality of the locations in the extract. This is 
acceptable and should be credited where appropriate, but generalised points 
which do not analyse the specific extract should not be credited. Responses 
may include references to examples from other crime dramas or sitcoms to 
illustrate typicality and should be credited for this where used appropriately, 
but this is not a specific requirement of the question. 


 
AO2 


 
Responses are likely to analyse examples of locations in the extract by 
referring to specific aspects, such as: 
 
Luther 


• Outside Zoe’s office – typical urban setting/London Street where Luther 
meets Ripley. Architecture connotes modernity and affluence, 
constructing a particular version of reality of life in London 


• Shooting on location is typical for contemporary crime dramas 


• Inside Zoe’s office is a realistic representation of a contemporary city 
office building which some audiences may be able to relate to. Reflects 
Zoe’s successful professional career 


• Outside front of office - less typical location for crime scene where Alice 
threatens Zoe – in broad daylight. Perhaps typical in that is a quiet corner 
with no witnesses 


• Setting of incident room where Luther speaks to Teller at police station is 
highly typical – busy, recognisable iconography and mise-en-scene act as 
generic signifiers 


• Luther’s office – typical for a detective’s office – mise-en-scene signifies 
his success and status as a DCI as well as aspects of his maverick 
character 


 
The IT Crowd 


• Green room of TV studio where Moss meets Prime is less typical for a 
sitcom as it is not a familiar place for the characters or the audience 


• However, the Countdown studio could be seen as typical for this sitcom 
as it often uses intertextual references to appeal to the audience 


• Street where Roy meets Alistair is a typical London/city street where office 
workers might meet.  


• Exterior on location shots could arguably be less typical for sitcoms and 
were recorded and then shown to the studio audience  


• The 8+ nightclub setting is a typical setting for a comedy as the daytime 
setting, dress codes and non-alcoholic drinks subvert the audience’s 
expectations of a typical nightclub to create comedy. Could be seen as 
less typical as its is not a familiar or regular location for the characters 


• The IT office is a typical location for a sitcom, as it is a workplace setting 
where the characters ‘live’. The mise-en-scene reflects the characters of 
the stereotypical IT workers 


 
 
  












Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Good, reasonably detailed analysis  


Appropriate judgements & conclusions  


Tick


Tick


Tick







1b: 10


Tick


Tick


Tick


Good, reasonably detailed analysis  


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Excellent, detailed analysis  


Highly appropriate judgements & conclusions  



hurlem

Sticky Note

Top - 10 marks, The IT CrowdThis response has been awarded full marks for making highly appropriate judgements and conclusions about genre typicality based on excellent, detailed analysis of three specific locations used in the extract. There is an excellent application of the theoretical framework (Media Language) and the sitcom conventions explored, such as the workplace setting and recurring, familiar settings, are linked to specific examples throughout. The candidate explores how the office and club settings construct situation comedy for audiences and how the street location creates realism. The candidate    achieves   5   engage	strands	(analysis	the    and   equally












Basic judgements & conclusions 







1b: 5


Basic analysis Basic judgements & conclusions 


Satisfactory analysis  Generally appropriate judgements & conclusions  



hurlem

Sticky Note

Middle - 5 marks, LutherThis response just achieves Band 3 as it starts with basic analysis of the London office setting and makes a basic judgement about the 'fairly busy' area being typical to the crime genre. It does get stronger, however, with satisfactory analysis of the locations of Luther's office and the police station, where the candidate explores details such at the crime scene photos ,maps and computers and shows understanding that these construct a representation of reality. Terminology including 'represents the reality' and 'conventional' also list this response into satisfactory 












1a: 4


Tick


Tick


Minimal analysis


Minimal judgements and conclusions



hurlem

Sticky Note

Bottom - 2 marks , LutherThis response is award upper Band 1 because, despite it being very brief, it does make a judgement about genre typicality which is linked to one of the locations in the extract. If one or two more of the locations had been explored with the same, basic approach, it could have moved up Band 2
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 (b) How typical of the genre are the locations used in this extract? [10]
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2. Explain how media contexts influence crime dramas or sitcoms. Refer to Luther or 
The IT Crowd to support your points. [10] 


 


Band 
AO1 2a and 2b 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of contexts of media 
and their influence on media products and processes 


5 


9-10 marks 


• Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge of relevant media 
contexts 


• Excellent understanding of the influence of contexts on media 
products – highly appropriate links between contexts and specific 
aspects of the set product 


4 


7-8 marks 


• Good, accurate knowledge of relevant media contexts 


• Good understanding of the influence of contexts on media products – 
appropriate links between contexts and specific aspects of the set 
product 


3 


5-6 marks 


• Satisfactory, generally accurate knowledge of relevant media contexts  


• Satisfactory understanding of the influence of contexts on media 
products – links are made between contexts and specific aspects of 
the set product, although the links are likely to be undeveloped or not 
entirely convincing 


2 


3-4 marks 


• Basic knowledge of relevant media contexts although this is likely to 
lack accuracy, relevance or clarity  


• Basic, if any, understanding of the influence of contexts on media 
products – links between contexts and specific aspects of the set 
product are unlikely to be made 


1 


1-2 marks 


• Minimal knowledge of aspects of relevant media contexts 


• Links between contexts and specific aspects of the set product are 
not made and the response is brief or incomplete 


0 marks • No response attempted or no response worthy of credit 


 
Question 2: Indicative content  


 
The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is not 
expected that responses will include all of the points listed. Responses are required to 
demonstrate knowledge and understanding of relevant contexts of media and how they 
influence the contemporary set products. Candidates may choose to focus on social, 
cultural or historical contexts and it is equally valid for responses to focus on one context 
or a range of contexts. 


 
Responses in the higher bands are likely to show a clear awareness of relevant contexts 
and link them explicitly to specific aspects of their set product. These may include 
aspects of media language, genre conventions, representations, themes, values, 
messages and viewpoints, as well as industry-related aspects such as the influence of 
technology on production processes of the time.  


 
In the middle band, the links between contexts and the set product are likely to be less 
specific and less developed and responses in the lower bands are expected to 
demonstrate some knowledge of contexts but lack links to specific aspects of the set 
product.  
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AO1 
 


Responses are likely to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theoretical 
framework of media with specific reference to contexts of media and their influence 
on specific aspects of the set crime drama or sitcom, for example: 


 
Luther 


• Context of life in contemporary London, reflected in shots of London skyline and 
contemporary architecture 


• Social context of ethnic diversity/racial equality – Luther, a DCI, is first black 
protagonist in British crime drama 


• Social context of gender equality in the workplace has influenced some of the 
representations – Zoe is a lawyer, Rose is a DSI, Alice an astrophysicist 


• Contemporary policing methods in society have influenced the practices and 
procedures in the drama 


• Cultural contexts of high production values; digital technologies have influenced 
the final product and the way it reaches audiences – catch-up, streaming 
platforms  


• Cultural/historical context of BBC has helped shape the product and audience 
responses to it 


 
The IT Crowd 


• Social context of ethnic diversity and racial equality have influenced character 
choices such as Moss and Roy 


• Social/historical context of gender equality in the workplace has influenced some 
of the representations – Jen is the boss in the IT Department but is represented 
as clueless in her knowledge of IT 


• IT Department/corporate hierarchy reflects contemporary workplace 


• Cultural context of digital technologies has influenced the final product and the 
way it reaches audiences – catch-up, streaming platforms  


• Cultural context of Channel 4 and its remit for diversity has helped shape the 
product 


• Cultural products including Countdown have influenced the product and audience 
responses to it 


 
 
 
  












2: 10


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Good understanding of influence of contexts on media products


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


products


Excellent, detailed & accurate kn
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 understanding of influence of contexts on media 


Highly 


appropriate use of set product to support points


Excellent, detailed & accurate knowledge



hurlem

Sticky Note

Top - 10 marks, LutherIn this response the candidate demonstrates excellent knowledge and understanding of the influence of relevant contexts on the set product. They make highly appropriate links between social contexts such as 'a more equal society where ethnic minorities can have high paid jobs' and specific aspects of Luther including the Proppian hero being black and Luther having a high rank in the police force. Equally appropriate links are made between the context of equality for women in society and specific details about Rose Teller and her character role. These highly appropriate links between product and context throughout are a good indicator of band 5












2: 5


Satisfactory, generally accurate knowledge


Some use of set product to support points but undeveloped


Tick


Tick


Tick


Satisfactory, generally accurate knowledge


Tick


Tick



hurlem

Sticky Note

Middle -5 marks, IT CrowdThis response demonstrates satisfactory knowledge of the cultural context of Channel 4 and links are made to aspects of The IT Crowd such as the low budget and the humour in the programme 'made to appeal to a British audience'. The response also links product to contexts in 'a diverse cast to reflect the growing diversity at the time' and refers to the character of Jen as an example. Overall, the understanding of the influence of contexts is more implicit and less developed in Band 3, but some links are made between product and contexts












2: 2


Brief


Incomplete


Lacks clarity


Undeveloped


Minimal use of set product to support points  



hurlem

Sticky Note

Bottom - 2 marks, LutherThis candidate is awarded 2 marks for minimal knowledge of media contexts. This response is brief but does make a relevant point about stereotypes and links this to female character roles in Luther. With the addition of another relevant context point, this response could have been awarded Band 2 for basic knowledge and understanding, Learning key information such as characters' names also makes examples used more specific.
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Media Contexts


2. Explain how media contexts influence crime dramas or sitcoms.


 Refer to Luther or The IT Crowd to support your points. [10]
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Section B – Music 
 
3. How stereotypical is the representation of ethnicity in the two music videos you have 


studied? [20] 
 


In your response, you must: 


• explore representations of ethnicity in the two music videos you have studied  


• refer to relevant media contexts 


• make judgements and draw conclusions. 
 


Band 
AO2 1a and 1b 


Analyse media products using the theoretical framework of media, including 
in relation to their contexts, to make judgements and draw conclusions 


5 


17-20 marks 


• Excellent, detailed analysis of the set products, which engages fully with 
complex aspects of representation 


• Excellent, consistent use of the theoretical framework (representation) and 
consistently appropriate use of subject specific terminology, including possible 
reference to relevant theoretical perspectives 


• Excellent, highly appropriate linking of set products to their contexts 


• Excellent, well-reasoned judgements and conclusions 


4 


13-16 marks 


• Good, reasonably detailed analysis of the set products, which engages in 
places with complex aspects of representation 


• Good, secure use of the theoretical framework (representation) and 
appropriate use of subject specific terminology 


• Good, appropriate linking of set products to their contexts 


• Good, reasoned judgements and conclusions 


3 


9-12 marks 


• Satisfactory analysis of the set products, although the focus is likely to be on 
obvious aspects of representation and there may be lapses into description 


• Satisfactory use of the theoretical framework (representation) and generally 
appropriate use of subject specific terminology 


• Satisfactory linking of set products to their contexts, although links are likely to 
be undeveloped 


• Satisfactory, generally reasoned judgements and conclusions 


2 


5-8 marks 


• Basic analysis of the set products - limited focus on representation, although 
there is a tendency to describe 


• Basic use of the theoretical framework (representation) and basic subject 
specific terminology, although this is likely to lack relevance, clarity and 
accuracy 


• Basic, if any, linking of set products to their contexts 


• Basic judgements and conclusions, which may not be reasoned 


1 


1-4 marks 


• Minimal, if any, analysis of the set products - descriptive 


• Minimal, if any, use of the theoretical framework (representation) and subject 
specific terminology, with significant inaccuracies, irrelevance and lack of 
clarity 


• Minimal, if any, linking of set products to their contexts 


• Minimal, if any, judgements and conclusions – the response is likely to be 
brief, incomplete and lack reasoning 


 0 marks 


• No response attempted or no response worthy of credit  
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Question 3: Indicative content 
 


The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is not 
expected that responses will include all of the points listed. 


 
Responses are expected to explore specific representations of ethnicity in the two set 
music videos studied and make judgements and conclusions about how stereotypical 
the representations are. Responses in the highest bands are expected to engage 
more convincingly with the ‘how stereotypical’ aspect of the question, responses in 
the middle band will show some engagement with this aspect and responses in the 
lower bands may not engage with this aspect at all.  


 
Responses should link the set products to relevant contexts, which may include 
social, cultural or political contexts.  It is not, however, expected that responses will 
refer to all or more than one of these contexts. 


 
Responses are expected to explore representations of ethnicity in two set music 
videos. It is not required for candidates to explore the two videos in equal measure. 
However, if only one music video is explored, allocate the band that qualitatively 
describes the response (which may be within any of the five bands). The mark must 
then be divided by two. 


 
This is an extended response question. In order to achieve the highest marks, a 
response must construct and develop a sustained line of reasoning, which is 
coherent, relevant, substantiated and logically structured. 


 
AO2 


 
Answers are likely to: 


• Use aspects of representation from the theoretical framework in their response, 
such as: 
o the choices media producers make about how to represent particular social 


groups and ideas 
o the significance of particular representations in terms of the themes and 


issues that they address 
o how representations convey messages, values and beliefs 


• Link the set products to relevant media contexts 


• Analyse specific examples of representations of ethnicity from the set products to 
make judgements and draw conclusions about the extent to which they are 
stereotypical, for example: 


 
Intentions 


• Positive representation of women from different ethnic groups as a supportive, 
diverse community, shown, for example, through the wide shot of Bhari in the 
centre of a line of girls from the shelter  


• Stereotypical representation of black women and children as victims in need.  
However, in the context of Intentions, the representation of this social group is 
empowering as they are on a journey towards stability and independence 


• Representation of the issue of homelessness in the black community constructed 
through the shots of Angela supporting homeless people on the streets of LA 


• Shot of Bieber and Quavo hugging near the end of the video represents them as 
supportive and caring, reinforcing the message of racial harmony 


• Through its support of Alexandria House, the video reflects the social contexts of 
campaigning for racial equality. Bieber has used Instagram, to post images in 
support of #BlackLivesMatter  
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Uptown Funk 


• Stereotypical representations of black culture such as the ‘hood’, gold chains and 
bling 


• The theme of community between the ‘brothers’ is stereotypical and represented 
through the settings of the barber shop and jazz club 


• The issue of racial oppression is addressed through the shoe shine scene which 
reflects historical contexts and subverts them to challenge traditional racial 
stereotypes 


• The positive representation of black culture in the video raises the issue of the 
empowerment of minority groups 


• The women in the video are sexually objectified which is a stereotypical 
representation of young black women in music videos 


 
Bad Blood 


• Taylor Swift represented as a stereotypical white, blonde female, in opposition to 
Lamar who is represented in stereotypical dress codes relating to black culture - 
sunglasses, cap and hoodie 


• Asian character of Trinity is represented stereotypically as a technology expert 


• Ethnic minority characters represented stereotypically e.g. Arsyn and Dilemma as 
villains 


• Issues of racial equality are addressed in the split-screen shot of Swift and 
Lamar; however, creating a binary opposition between races is arguably 
stereotypical 


• The range of representations of ethnicity in the video challenge stereotypes and 
reflect the social context of cultural diversity and send a positive message about 
contemporary society 


 
Roar 


• There is a lack of ethnic minority characters in the video and this under-
representation could be described as typical for white music artists 


• Perry is represented as powerful and animalistic through her dress and gesture 
codes, which is less stereotypical for a white female 


• The references to Perry as Mowgli are an example of cultural whitewashing, 
appropriating Mowgli for a predominantly white audience 


• Male character represented as a stereotypical white male explorer who proves to 
be ill-equipped to survive in the jungle 


• Use of a white, westernised couple in the jungle introduces themes of colonialism 
and civilisationism, where white characters are represented as having power over 
other ethnic groups 


 
 
  








Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Good, reasonably detailed analysis  


Satisfactory linking of set products to contexts







Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Engages fully with complex aspects of representations Tick


Tick


Satisfactory linking of set products to contexts


Good, reasonably detailed analysis


Excellent, well-reasoned judgements and conclusions







Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Good, reasonably detailed analysis


Tick


Excellent, detailed analysis  


Satisfactory linking of set products to contexts







1b: 7


2: 8


3: 18


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Excellent, consistent use of theoretical framework  


Excellent, well-reasoned judgements and conclusions


Consistently appropriate use of subject specific terminology


Excellent, detailed analysis  


Excellent, consistent use of theoretical framework  


Tick


Excellent, well-reasoned judgements and conclusions



hurlem

Sticky Note

Top - 18 marks, Bad Blood/IntentionsThis response is awarded Band 5 as it constructs and develops a sustained  line of reasoning through its excellent application of the theoretical framework, in this case, representation, and more specifically, stereotypes. It engages with the 'how stereotypical' from the start and maintains focus, making well-reasoned judgments and conclusions throughout based on detailed analysis of specific examples from both videos. It is well-balanced , both in its handling of the two videos and in its discussion of the more and less stereotypical aspects of the representations of ethnicity.  It also makes good links to the contexts of both videos, although these could have been developed to achieve full marks. Overall, this response is coherent , relevant , substantiated and logically structured and achieves the highest band without the need for applying ideas from named theorists. It uses Mulvey relevantly, but for the most part keeps focused on exploring representations of ethnicity using the theoretical framework for GCSE.












Tick


Tick


Basic analysis 







Tick


Tick


Tick


Satisfactory analysis  


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Satisfactory linking of set products to contexts







3: 9


Tick


Tick


Satisfactory analysis  



hurlem

Sticky Note

Middle - 9 marks, Uptown Fuck/RoarThis response is awarded Band 3 for satisfactory analysis. The points on Uptown Funk are more detailed, with the analysis of Roar less developed, positioning the response overall at the lower end of Band 3. There is some satisfactory use of the theoretical framework with a clear focus on stereotypes but the response does focus on more obvious aspects of representation such as the role reversal in the shoe-shine scene and 'the stereotype of men of colour being criminals '. The response also includes some satisfactory links to contexts, including the reference to Muhammad Ali.








Tick


Tick


Tick


Basic judgements and conclusions







Tick


Tick


Tick


Basic judgements and conclusions


X


Basic links between set products & contexts  


Tick


Tick


Basic use of the theoretical framework  


Tendency to describe


Tick


Tendency to describe


Tick


Basic use of subject specific terminology



hurlem

Sticky Note

Bottom - 6 marks, Bad blood/IntentionsThis response is more descriptive than analytical so achieves Band 2 for its basic use of the theoretical framework. It does make basic judgements and conclusions, although these sometimes lack clarity and accuracy, indicative of Band 2. The opening, for example, is unclear in its grasp of stereotypes and representation. The analysis is basic, with a tendancy to describe , and the link between the BLM movement and Justin Bieber's motivation demonstrates the candidate's basic grasp of contexts.
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SECTION B – Music


Answer all questions in Section B.


Representations


3. How stereotypical is the representation of ethnicity in the two music videos you have studied?
 [20]


 In your response, you must:


 • explore representations of ethnicity in the two music videos you have studied 
 • refer to relevant media contexts
 • make judgements and draw conclusions.


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Use the two set music videos you have studied from those listed below in your answer to
Question 3.


You will be assessed on the quality of your written response, including the ability to construct 
and develop a sustained line of reasoning which is coherent, relevant, substantiated and logically 
structured.


Roar (Katy Perry, 2013) OR Bad Blood (Taylor Swift, 2014)


AND


Uptown Funk (Bruno Mars, 2014) OR Intentions (Justin Bieber, 2020)
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4. How do music websites promote artists to a global audience? Refer to the official 
Katy Perry website or the official Taylor Swift website to support your response. [10] 


 


Band 
AO1 1a and 1b 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theoretical 
framework of media 


5 


9-10 marks 


• Excellent, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding of how 
music websites promote artists globally 


• Excellent, thorough use of examples to support points made 


• Highly appropriate use of subject specific terminology 


4 


7-8 marks 


• Good, accurate knowledge and understanding of how music websites 
promote artists globally 


• Good, secure use of set product to support points made 


• Appropriate use of subject specific terminology 


3 


5-6 marks 


• Satisfactory, generally accurate knowledge of how music websites 
promote artists globally, although understanding is less developed 


• Satisfactory, generally appropriate use of set product to support 
points made 


• Generally appropriate use of subject specific terminology 


2 


3-4 marks 


• Basic knowledge of how music websites promote artists globally, 
although this is likely to lack accuracy, relevance or clarity 


• Basic use of set product to support points made 


• Basic use of subject specific terminology 


1 


1-2 marks 


• Minimal knowledge of how music websites promote artists globally 


• Minimal, if any, use of set product to support points made 


• Minimal use of subject specific terminology 


0 marks • No response attempted or no response worthy of credit 


 
Question 4: Indicative content 


 
The content below is not prescriptive and all valid points should be credited. It is not 
expected that responses will include all of the points listed. 


 
Responses are required to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theoretical 
framework with a specific focus on how music websites promote artists to global 
audiences.  


 
Responses in the higher bands are expected to use detailed reference to the set product 
and highly appropriate terminology to demonstrate their understanding of the role of 
music websites in the music industry to promote artists to global audiences. Responses 
in the middle band are likely to refer to specific examples to demonstrate their knowledge 
of music websites but may show less developed understanding of how websites promote 
music artists to a global audience. Responses in the lower bands are likely to use more 
generalised examples and may describe the music websites. 


 
Websites, by their very nature, are dynamic and updated to respond to industry and 
audience needs, so it is expected that the range of responses will refer to different 
versions of the set music websites. Credit all valid use of examples. 
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AO1 
 


Answers are likely to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theoretical 
framework of media with specific reference to the ways in which the music websites 
promote artists to a global audience, for example: 


• the impact of the increasingly convergent nature of media industries across 
different platforms and different national settings  


• how the media operate as commercial industries on a global scale and reach 
both large and specialised audiences 


 
Responses are expected to refer to specific aspects of the set products, for example: 


 
http://www.katyperry.com    


• Newsletter subscription pops up on homepage and features on every linked page 
to encourage users to subscribe – this has global reach and is an important 
promotional tool 


• ‘Shows’ page has tour dates (Las Vegas residency in 2023) which has featured 
several worldwide tours over the artist’s music career 


• ‘Music’ page features the latest release, ‘SMILE’, and many ways to purchase 
Katy Perry’s music, including global streaming sites such as Spotify and globally 
accessible online stores where music can be purchased e.g. iTunes Store 


• Official Store offers users around the world options to purchase merchandise in 
different currencies and provide links to Katy Perry Collections, where the artist 
sells her own designer shoes and fragrances  


• The ‘Socialize’ box which appears on the store page encourages audiences to 
‘Follow the brand’ and ‘Follow Katy’ on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook, global 
social media sites 


 
http://taylorswift.com  


• Subscription invitation appears on the homepage – ‘Sign up to receive updates 
and special offers’ –has global reach and is an important promotional tool 


• ‘Events’ page promotes the US leg of the ‘Eras’ tour and also informs global 
users that ‘International dates’ are ‘tbc’ 


• Homepage features the release of ‘Midnights’ and offers many ways to purchase 
or stream the artist’s music from global sites such as Spotify and the iTunes store 


• Official Store page offers global users the option of visiting the US site or 
selecting a ‘local website’ which offers ‘country-specific information’, enabling 
global users to buy the ‘Eras’ merchandise in their currency from local delivery 
companies 


• Links to global social media platforms including Instagram, Twitter and Facebook 
appear at the top of every page, encouraging users to share and promote Swift’s 
brand 
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http://www.katyperry.com/

http://taylorswift.com/










Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Good, accurate k & u  


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Good, secure use of set product to support points  


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Tick


Good, accurate k & u  


Good, secure use of set product to support points  







Tick


Tick


Tick


Excellent, detailed & accurate k & u  


Excellent, thorough use of set product to support points  



hurlem

Sticky Note

Top - 10 marks, taylorswift.comAwarded a higher Band 5, this response demonstrates excellent knowledge of cross-media convergence and the role it plays in making music websites accessible to global audiences. There is a clear focus on the global part of the question and the examples used are specific , such as the reference to the international dates of the Eras tour. This response also uses highly appropriate subject specific terminology (convergence, revenue, hyperlinks, navigation bar), another feature indicative of Band 5.








4: 4


Tick


Tick


Basic k & u  


Tick


Tick


Tick


Basic k & u  


Basic use of set product to support points  



hurlem

Sticky Note

Middle - 4 marks, katyperry.comThis response begins by demonstrating minimal knowledge of music websites but gets stronger in the second paragraph where it demonstrates basic use of the set website to support the points made. It achieves upper Band 2 as it lacks focus on the global aspect of the question and its examples remain general rather than specific.








4: 2


Tick
Tick


Tick


Minimal k & u  
Lacks reference to set product



hurlem

Sticky Note

Bottom - 2 marksThis response lacks reference to a set product, which is indicative of Band 1. It shows minimal knowledge and understanding of the promotional role of music websites through the references to social media and streaming apps. With one or two references to the set product, this could have achieved Band 2.
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Media Industries


4. How do music websites promote artists to a global audience? 


 Refer to the official Katy Perry website or the official Taylor Swift website to support your 
response. [10]
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